2022 IEEE - SPS/EURASIP Summer School
Data and Graph Driven Learning for
Communications and Signal Processing
Banja Luka, Bosnia and Herzegovina, September 5-9, 2022

Dear prospective Patrons,
It is our pleasure to introduce you to 2022 IEEE - SPS/EURASIP/INNS Summer School on “Data and Graph
driven Learning for Communications and Signal Processing” that will take place in Banja Luka, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, September 5-9, 2022 (http://www.banjaluka2022school.ba/).
The School will bring together world-renowned researchers from academia and industry who will share
their expert knowledge on the latest theoretical and algorithmic advances in machine learning and signal
processing as applied to communications. We encourage participation of a spectrum of participants,
including students and industry practitioners. Attendees will benefit from networking opportunities in a
friendly and stimulating environment and will have the option of presenting their work in a poster session.
This summer school will focus on topics in network and data sciences, ranging from learning graph
representations of complex signals, mobile edge computing, to learning efficient signal representations via
state-of-the-art deep learning architectures. The concepts covered will be demonstrated through diverse
applications.
School’s Patrons are offered special packages and exhibition opportunities tailored to diverse types of
organizations, ranging from publishing houses to small businesses and industrial giants. These packages
enable Patrons to access a large community of professionals and to support the advancement of knowledge
in signal processing and machine learning.
A Patron’s support is acknowledged on the School’s website, in the program guide, social media and flyers
distributed to attendees, as well as through special recognition during the opening and closing
ceremonies. All Patrons’ packages offer complementary registration and a range of publicity
opportunities. The packages, tailored to organizations of different sizes, are flexible and can be
customized to individual needs, requirements and budgets. A Patron organization can also support a
specific social event.
A suite of pre-designed packages includes the Silver Patron (2K €), the Golden Patron (4K €), the Platinum
Patron (6K €) and the Diamond Patron (8K €). Patrons who wish to donate more than these amounts are
welcome to use their own Patron signature. Details of the standard packages are given on the next page.
For any additional information, please contact gordana.gardasevic@etf.unibl.org,
d.mandic@imperial.ac.uk, and petar.djuric@stonybrook.edu.

With best regards,
Gordana Gardašević, Danilo Mandić and Petar Djuric
General Chairs

Silver Patron (2K €):
Medium-size logo displayed on the School banner and website (including a hyperlink). Prominent
acknowledgement, logo and half-page advertisement in the conference program guide. Advertising
totem / roll-up banners at the conference venue.
One complimentary delegate registration for the School, including one banquet ticket.
One exhibition space including one draped table, two chairs, and power outlets in the exhibition area.
Prominent acknowledgement as Silver Patron during the opening and closing addresses.
Gold Patron (4K €):
Large-size logo displayed on the School banner and website (including a hyperlink). Prominent
acknowledgement, logo and full-page advertisement in the School program guide. Advertising
totem / roll-up banners at the School venue.
Two complimentary delegate registrations for the School, including two banquet tickets. One
exhibition space including one draped table, two chairs, and electricity in the exhibition area.
Insert of a flyer, up to two pages, of Patron’s promotional brochure in the material given to attendees
(Patron to supply material approved by the organizing committee).
Prominent acknowledgement as Gold Patron during the opening and closing addresses.
Platinum Patron (6K €):
Large-size logo displayed on the School banner and website (including a hyperlink). Prominent
acknowledgement, logo and full-page advertisement in the School program guide. Advertising
totem / roll-up banners in School venue.
Three complimentary delegate registrations for the School, including three banquet tickets. One
exhibition space including one draped table, two chairs, and electricity in the exhibition area.
Insert of a flyer, up to four pages, of Patron’s promotional brochure in the material given to attendees
(Patron to supply material approved by the organizing committee).
Prominent acknowledgement as Platinum Patron during the opening and closing addresses, welcome
reception and banquet.
Diamond Patron (8K €):
Recognition on all printed material (large-size logo displayed on the School banner and website (including
a hyperlink); promotional material, School program and proceedings).
One exhibition space including a draped table, two chairs, and electricity in the exhibition area.
Insert of flyer, up to four pages, of Patron’s promotional brochure in the material given to attendees
(Patron to supply material approved by the organizing committee).
Prominent acknowledgement as Diamond Patron during the opening and closing addresses, welcome
reception and banquet.

